BOOK REVIEWS/199 feted in an exhibition at the WAG (from March to June 2008-which I did not see) and has resulted in an accompanying catalogue. Given the vaunted scale and significance of this spectacular donation, this modest catalogue deserves reserved praise.
The Winrob donation, 246 sculptures in total from 1971 to 2005, is remarkable for its imaginative subject matter, variety of materials, and overall aesthetic quality. It will greatly enhance the contemporary focus of the WAG collection of Inuit sculpture (the WAG's Inuit sculpture collection numbers roughly 6,900 pieces, 5,000 of which are from before 1970, according to the curator [p. 33]). The Winrob collection is notably comprehensive as a private collection, covering virtually every community in the Canadian Arctic that has actively produced art over the past three decades-29 communities in total are represented; as Lorne Balshine recalled in his catalogue essay, "Harry [Winrob] often made the comment, 'Nobody has traveled as many miles as Lorne and I in pursuit of Canadian Inuit art and culture'" (p. 14). This likely explains why the curator adopted thematic groupings rather than more straightforward community groupings while organising the catalogue. practices to his profession: his interest in whalebone and antler carvings, she suggests, owes to Dr. Winrob's training as a physician; and the frequent appearance of carvings depicting shamanism, she claims, is due to the fact that "Winrob related the healing powers of the Inuit shaman to those of a medical doctor like himself" (p. 31). These are tantalising propositions, and certainly compelling, but without a footnote, the reader is left to guess if these are Wight's own speculations or if they are Winrob's stated views.
Overall, the catalogue's layout and style is unassuming and restrained. One might even say plain (despite having 139 colour photographs of artworks plus three black and white historical photographs). Wight, as usual, is meticulous about having complete "tombstone" entries, including artist's markings. But there are very few extended captions and the reader will have to remain content with a list of "references" citing previous occasions the artworks were published. This is helpful, but these imaginative sculptures cry out for much thicker and more robust descriptive captions. Nungak's short essay, "Inuit Culture: A Deep Well of Inspiration" adds a welcome level of interpretation although his comments shed light on only a select few of the artworks. Conspicuously scarce in this catalogue are the first-person voices of the artists themselves.
As museums continue to respond to a variety of financial and operational challenges, the WAG should be applauded for continuing to publish its collection, effectively making it available publicly to students, artists, collectors and aficionados. They have an enviable publishing record and seem to release new catalogues at a remarkably brisk pace. But perhaps that's also why The Harry Winrob Collection of Inuit Sculpture, for all of its obvious value, feels a little too attenuated at times. The problem is the genre, which circumscribes an area of investigation that gravitates towards the collector. As is well known, catalogues focusing upon private collections tread a fine line between their legitimate scholarly purpose and collectoraggrandisement. Now, it would be categorically wrong to suggest The Harry Winrob Collection of Inuit Sculpture is a vanity publication: it has got too much meat on its bones to use such a diminutive. But considering the WAG's impressive resources-a world-class Inuit sculpture collection and a foremost specialist on contemporary Nunavik and Netsilik art-maybe it is fairer to say they have spoiled us once too often with this genre of catalogue.
